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Abstract. We introduce a novel approach to automatically detect ineffective
breathing efforts in patients in intensive care subject to assisted ventilation. The
method is based on synthesising from data temporal logic formulae which are
able to discriminate between normal and ineffective breaths. The learning pro-
cedure consists in first constructing statistical models of normal and abnormal
breath signals, and then in looking for an optimally discriminating formula. The
space of formula structures, and the space of parameters of each formula, are
searched with an evolutionary algorithm and with a Bayesian optimisation scheme,
respectively. We present here our preliminary results and we discuss our future
research directions.

1 Introduction

Temporal logic (TL) has proved to be a powerful and natural framework to describe
complex temporal properties of systems. In fact, temporal logic formulae describe tem-
poral patterns between events in a form which is close to our way of thinking, and as
such they are intelligible and suitable to represent behavioral specifications. The avail-
ability of efficient verification and monitoring algorithms, that can check if a property
is satisfied by a model or an observed run of a system, has further fostered this logical
approach as a tool for design.

Monitoring, in particular, is applied mainly to engineered systems, as TL can natu-
rally be used to encode the desired behavioural specifications the system should satisfy,
which are provided by the designer. The availability of software and hardware for real
time verification, however, makes this approach very attractive also in medicine, for in-
stance to monitor the ECG signal or the flow/pressure curves of assisted ventilation of
a patient in intensive care.

The main obstacle in this respect is that the behavioural specification we should ob-
serve are unknown: how can we describe by a TL formula the emergence of a dangerous
clinical condition? The experience of physicians can help us identify situations in which
the observed signals are prodrome to the insurgence of clinical complications, but a pre-
cise characterisation of these conditions in TL is by no means easy to obtain. Such a



description would enable practitioners to use available monitoring tools, constructing
devices that can support physicians in critical care choices.

The alternative to the unfeasible manual derivation of such specifications is to learn
TL formulae from observed data, in the form of (manually) annotated signals. For in-
stance, we can have as input from physicians a set of flow/pressure curves in which
abnormal respiratory acts have been identified. Learning a TL specification of such ab-
normalities essentially means to construct a TL classifier of signals, that can separate
normal breaths from critical ones. An appealing aspect of classifying by TL formulae
would be the ease of interpretation of results, and the possibility of obtaining actionable
physiological insights from the classifier. While statistical classifiers such as support
vector machines often achieve impressive accuracy, this comes at the cost of develop-
ing opaque non-linear maps which offer little in the way of physiological insight.

Learning TL specifications from data is a problem that has recently received a cer-
tain attention in the literature [2,12,25,18,40,41,23], and which will be discussed in
the related work section (Section 5). A frequently encountered problem with these ap-
proaches is the very large amount of data needed to learn inductively properties which
are robust to noise in the observations [2,23]. The approach we consider here, which
has been introduced in [4,5], tries to recast the learning problem within a solid statis-
tical framework. Our strategy, instead, is to first infer a generative statistical model of
the observed data, and then learn temporal specifications that have a high probability
of being true in the so obtained model. This naturally keeps the effects of noise under
control in a systematic way, but also solves the data shortage problem, as we can gener-
ate as much synthetic data as needed. In this work we consider a variant of this learning
problem in which we aim at distinguishing two sets of signals, the good and the bad
ones. This is obtained by constructing a statistical model for each class of signals, and
then assigning to each TL formula a score which is high when the formula is true with
high probability in a model and false with high probability in the other one.

From a medical perspective, we have started applying this framework to the identi-
fication of respiratory problems in patients in intensive care, which are breathing under
assisted ventilation. In particular, our goal is to classify single respiratory acts into nor-
mal and abnormal. In principle, we want to look for different types of abnormality,
although at this stage we focussed on ineffective triggering efforts, i.e. on the asyn-
chrony between the flow of the ventilator and the attempt of the patient to start a new
breath. Although a single occurrence of such event per se is not dangerous, and as such
is largely ignored in practice, a long sequence of them can lead to severe clinical com-
plications. This, and the fact that most ventilators in the market are not equipped with
monitoring routines, motivates the investigation of this problem. More details, also from
a biological and clinical perspective, will be given in Section 2.

In Section 3, instead, we discuss the basic steps of our methodological approach,
namely the construction of statistical generative models of the signals we consider,
which here take the form of a Stochastic Hybrid System (Section 3.1), the TL we use,
which is the time-bounded fragment of Metric Temporal Logic (Section 3.2), the pro-
cedure to learn the structure of TL classifiers (based on an Evolutionary Algorithm,
Section 3.4), and the method to learn the best formula parameters, based on Bayesian



optimisation (Section 3.5). Some results are presented in Section 4, while conclusions
will be drawn in Section 6.

2 Assisted Ventilation and Patient Ventilator Asynchronies

Pulmonary ventilation is the process of air flowing into and out of the lungs and occurs
because the pressure of the atmosphere and of the gases inside the lungs differ.

During inspiration, the diaphragm and the external intercostal muscles contract,
leading to an increase in volume of the thoracic cavity. As a result, the pressure within
the lungs decreases and falls below atmospheric pressure and air flows into the lungs.
On the contrary, in the expiratory phase the relaxation of the diaphragm decreases the
thoracic volume and the sign of the pressure gradient changes (becomes positive), caus-
ing the direction of flow to be reversed. As air moves when breathing is accomplished,
oxygen gas and carbon dioxide are exchanged.

In patients suffering from acute respiratory failure, such gas exchange is inadequate
and normal pulmonary ventilation is augmented or replaced by a mechanical venti-
lator. Mechanical ventilators are machines that generate a controlled flow of gas and
constantly measure the airway pressure (Paw), the quantity of air that enters the lungs
per unit time (flow Q) and how much air enters and leaves the lungs (volume V). De-
spite the possibility of continuously monitoring such ventilatory parameters (Paw, Q
and V), one of the major clinical concerns in mechanical ventilation is represented by
asynchronies, a generic term describing a wide class of ’poor interactions’ between the
mechanical ventilator and human breathing. Asynchronies affect more than one third of
mechanically ventilated patients [35,37,13] and, despite the debated question of cause-
effect relation to poor outcome [10], they generate stress and discomfort for the patient,
providing uncontrolled delivery of large volumes or high pressures to the patient res-
piratory system. Asynchronies potentially contribute to ventilator induced lung injury
[39,36,30,38,22]. Asynchronies can appear during all the phases of the respiration: the
triggering phase; the pressure-delivery phase; the cycling-off phase [21]. During the ini-
tial triggering phase, triggering delay, ineffective inspiratory effort and auto-triggering
may occur. During the pressure-delivery phase the ineffective triggering is the major
concern, but also inadequate or excessive ventilator assist is a problem, as well as the
lack for an optimal setting of pressure rise time. During the cycling-off phase the prema-
ture opening (inadequate assist and double triggering) and the late opening (triggering
delay and ineffective effort) of the expiratory valves are the major concerns [36,22,21].
Asynchronies can also interact appearing into one breathing act [27]. Only sophisti-
cated ventilators are currently equipped with supplementary devices (e.g. neurally ad-
justed ventilation, [32]) that reveal and quantify [31] the presence of such phenomena.
A human intervention is therefore often required to analyse and interpret data. For this
reason, simple algorithms based on standard waveforms of pressure, flow and volume
able to detect anomalies will be useful tools to automatise the diagnostic process [21].
Currently, various algorithm have been presented. While in [15] the ineffective inspira-
tion triggering efforts have been addressed by a FORTRAN procedure evaluating phase
portrait flow loops, other authors [13,28,29,8] directly investigate on numerical or ana-
lytical aspects of flow Q waveform.



In this context, two problems call for consideration, i.e. the classification of single
breathing acts and the recognition of sequences of breaths exhibiting a pattern leading
to severe respiratory failure.

Learning logical formulae discriminating between different conditions is a possi-
ble line of research in both cases and could be easily put into practice implementing
monitoring algorithms in cheap hardware such as FPGA-based devices.

In this paper the focus is set on the first problem. In particular, we are interested in
learning temporal logic properties that characterise single breathing acts. The methodol-
ogy that we illustrate is then applied to a specific case, i.e. the recognition of ineffective
inspiratory efforts considering flow data. An ineffective inspiratory effort (IE) is a con-
dition that arises when a patient receiving mechanical ventilation tries to inspirate when
the pressure gradient is positive and the drop in pressure related to the activation of the
inspiratory muscles is unable to change the sign of the gradient, causing inspiration and
triggering of a new ventilation cycle not to occur. A single breath may be affected by
one or more IE and the presence of each IE may be revealed by the presence of a hump
in the flow curve, see Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Paw and Q tracings of two standard breaths and a breathing act with an IE divided into
single respiratory acts (red lines). The different phases used to build the stochastic models of flow
curves (Section 3.1) are also highlighted (blue lines)

3 Methodology

The general problem of learning temporal properties of a system A can be rephrased
and recast within specific contexts, in accordance with the available data and the final



objective. We assume that the system is observable and system observations are avail-
able and conceive properties as logical statements. Within this framework, we consider
a discriminative variation of the learning problem, i.e. a second system B is introduced
and properties that best discriminate between A and B (i.e. logical formulae that are
satisfied by A and not by B) are searched for. Different approaches to this problem
are possible. At a high level, our methodology starts by devising a data-driven statis-
tical abstraction of each system. In this way, systems are represented by generative
models which can be simulated ad libitum (preventing the occurrence of data shortage
problems) and properties describe the trajectories sampled from the models. The sec-
ond step is the property synthesis phase, where learning of formulae is performed. In
more detail, a score function R(ϕ), depending on the formula ϕ, based on the simu-
lation of both models and representative of the discriminating power of each formula
is introduced and optimised. Even though other choices are possible, we have decided
to consider structure and parameter formulae components separately and tackle these
suboptimisation problems using a local search algorithm and a Bayesian optimisation
approach, respectively.
In the following sections, the methodology introduced above will be applied to learn
properties of flow curves of MV breathing acts with an ineffective effort (IE, system
A). In order to capture properties that are related to the IE only, standard breath flow
curves are considered as system B . The statistical models used to represent A and B are
Stochastic Hybrid Systems (Section 3.1) and the logic chosen to specify properties is
MITL[a,b] (Section 3.2). The score function R(ϕ) is based on the log odds ratio (Section
3.3) and is optimised considering structure and parameter formulae components sep-
arately. Structural learning is accomplished with an Evolutionary Algorithm (Section
3.4) and formula parameters are refined resorting to a Bayesian optimisation routine
(Section 3.5).

3.1 Statistical modelling of ventilation signals

The models chosen to represent flow curves are Stochastic Hybrid Systems [11,16] de-
vised from clinical data of a patient assisted through mechanical ventilation. The train-
ing data used to build our models were organised as discrete time series and sampled
flow values of 46 breathing acts with an IE in the expiration phase (A training data) and
251 standard breaths (B training data), from a single patient. We will now briefly illus-
trate how the model of system B was built. Then, we will explain how we derived the
model of system A from this. Looking at the flow curve structure, we can see that each
breath can be naturally divided into five parts or phases (see Figures 1 and 2). Within
each phase, representing the discrete skeleton of the hybrid model, we described the
evolution by continuous components representing the flow value and the duration of
the phase. Time is kept discrete, to mimic the sampling frequency of real data, equal
to 100Hz. We supposed that the length of each phase was normally distributed, and
devised mean and variance parameters of each discrete sub-model from training data.
A new duration (truncated to the closer time step) is sampled every time the system
changes phase, hence this operation can be formally modelled as part of the reset func-
tion attached to each discrete transition. The flow component was instead treated as a
discrete dynamical model: the flow value at a time instant t is a function of the flow



value at the time instant t−1. Visual inspection of normal patient traces (shown in e.g.
Figure 2) suggested that, within each breathing phase, a linear first-order autoregressive
model may be appropriate. The resulting model of system B is therefore

f low(t +1) = fk( f low(t))+ εk

fk( f low(t)) = ak · f low(t)+bk

εk ∼N (0,α2
k)

lengthk ∼N (µk,σ
2
k)

Parameters ak,bk and αk are calculated using linear regression from B training data.
Whereas for k = 1, . . . ,4 the slope ak and the intercept bk are constant, for k = 5 these
coefficients depend on the length (i.e. on the realization of length5). This choice is based
on the observation that length, intercept and slope of final parts are highly correlated.

The model of system A was built in a similar way from the correspondent training
data. Inspection of sample IE trajectories revealed a conspicuous anomaly in phase 5 of
the breathing act; we therefore introducted a novelty factor in the phase 5 submodel to
capture the presence of the IE. We decided to tackle this part introducing a hierarchical
model, i.e. to describe an IE signal as a normal signal plus a perturbation, which for
IE in the expiration phase is a sinusoidal-like hump, see Figure 3.1. We constructed a
statistical model of such a hump by fitting a polynomial curve (whose degree, equal to
seven, was selected by optimising the Aikake information content [7]).

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3

PHASE 5 PHASE 4PHASE 5 PHASE 4

Fig. 2. Scheme of the stochastic hybrid model of standard breath flow curves. Each phase corre-
sponds to the highlighted segment of the flow curve.
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Fig. 3. (a) Flow signal f (part 5, black) of a breathing act with an IE with overlapped the normal
signal n (red). (b) Perturbation of the signal , computed as f −n.

3.2 Metric Interval Temporal Logic

We consider here MITL[a,b] [1,26] a fragment of the Metric Temporal Logic [24] with
linear time-bounded temporal operators which has proven to be an efficient formalism
to characterise properties of real-valued signals evolving in continuous time. For this
reason, we have decided to adopt this logic to specify properties of the trajectories
sampled from our models.

The syntax of MITL[a,b] is given by the following grammar:

ϕ ::=> | µ | ¬ϕ | ϕ1∧ϕ2 | ϕ1U[a,b]ϕ2

where > is the true formula and temporal modalities are restricted to intervals of the
form [a,b] with 0 ≤ a < b and a,b ∈ Q≥0. Formulae are built from atomic proposi-
tions µ using boolean operators ¬, ∧ and time-constrained versions of the until operator
U. Atomic propositions are boolean predicate transformers, i.e. operators transforming
real-valued functions into boolean signals, which provide a true (>) or false (⊥= ¬>)
value to the formula at each time instant.

Further temporal modalities are derived from the MITL[a,b] syntax and commonly
used. As an example, time-bounded eventually ♦[a,b]ϕ ≡ > U[a,b] ϕ and time-bounded
globally �[a,b]ϕ≡¬♦[a,b] ¬ϕ can be defined as usual from the until operator. MITL[a,b]
formulae are interpreted over a time instant t and a real-valued function x, and the
satisfaction relation is given in a standard way, see e.g. [26]. We recall that a stochastic
model induces a distribution on the space of trajectories, hence we can compute the
probability of the set of trajectories that satisfies a given MITL[a,b] formula ϕ. We will
refer to such probability p(ϕ) as the satisfaction probability of ϕ, see e.g. [3] for further
details. In the context of this work, we estimated such a probability by statistical means,
resorting to Statistical Model Checking [14,42].



3.3 Discrimination Function

The problem of finding formulae that are likely to be satisfied by trajectories sampled
from the model of system A but not by trajectories sampled from the model of system B
is translated into an optimisation problem of the discrimination function R(ϕ) associated
with a MITL[a,b] formula ϕ. A possible choice for such function is R(ϕ) = L(ϕ), the log
odds ratio between the satisfaction probabilities

L(ϕ) = log
p(ϕ | A model)
p(ϕ | B model)

(3.1)

In this case, penalty terms could be introduced to favour formulae which satisfy cer-
tain properties (e.g. having a small size, thus penalising complex formulae over simple
ones).

3.4 Structural Learning

We will now present how the structure of the discriminating MITL[a,b] formulae (i.e.
the formulae which optimise ϕ) was found. As previously mentioned, we decided to
tackle this optimisation problem using an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) [19]. EAs are a
class of search and optimisation algorithms inspired by models of the natural selection
of species. The main idea of an EA is to consider a starting (usually randomly cho-
sen) population of candidate solutions (the starting generation) and iteratively evolve
it towards better solution sets. Each iterative step produces a new generation by ma-
nipulating the previous one using stochastic operators (the genetic operators) and the
procedure ends when a fixed number of generations has elapsed or some form of con-
vergence criterion has been met. The most simple EAs are based on the use of three
genetic operators which resemble the biological principles of survival of the fittest (se-
lection operator), reproduction (recombination operator) and gene mutation (mutation
operator). In the framework of EAs, selection is used to choose the individuals (par-
ents) that will pass the information they contain to the next generation, recombination
to generate new (and possibly better) individuals by combining parental individuals
information and mutation to introduce innovation in the population. One of the main
attraction of EAs is that operators are practically implemented by simple algorithms
and usually finds very quickly good solutions.

When learning discriminating formulae in our case study, we considered popula-
tions of MITL[a,b] formulas, represented by their parsing trees. Within this framework,
recombination and mutation are simply implemented by performing with a certain prob-
ability an exchange of parental subformulas (recombination) and a modification of a
node (mutation, e.g. of a boolean or temporal operator).

3.5 Parameter Learning

We now turn to the issue of tuning the parameters of formulae to maximise their satis-
faction probability. More specifically, suppose to have a MITL[a,b] formula ϕθ which de-
pends on some continuous parameters θ. We aim to maximise its discriminative power



R(ϕθ) defined in equation (3.1). Naturally, this quantity is an intractable function of the
formula parameters; yet its value at a finite set of parameters can be noisily estimated
using a stochastic model checking procedure, i.e. by simulating the model for a cer-
tain number n of times, checking the formula in each run, and then estimating R(ϕθ)
from the so generated data. The problem is therefore to identify the maximum of an
intractable function with as few (approximate) function evaluations as possible. This
problem is closely related to the central problem of reinforcement learning of determin-
ing the optimal policy of an agent with as little exploration of the space of actions as
possible. We therefore adopt a provably convergent stochastic optimisation algorithm,
the GP-UCB algorithm [33], to solve the problem of continuous optimisation of for-
mula parameters. Intuitively, the algorithm interpolates the noisy observations using a
stochastic process (a procedure called emulation in statistics) and uses the uncertainty
in this fit to determine regions where the true maximum can lie. This algorithm has
already been used in a formal modelling scenario in [9].

4 Results: monitoring ineffective respiratory acts

We present here the results obtained by applying our learning procedure on discrimina-
tion of IE occurring during expiration. Taking into account only the expiratory phase,
only the last part of the trajectories sampled from the statistical models (i.e. phase 5) is
considered. Accordingly, the time instant 0 of the MITL[a,b] formulae refers to the time
instant when phase 5 is entered. The set of MITL[a,b] formulae examined is built over
the set of atomic propositions

P = { f low≤ λ}∪{ f low≥ λ}∪
{

f low′ ≤ µ
}
∪
{

f low′ ≥ µ
}

where f low′(t) = f low(t +1)− f low(t). We search for short formulae maximising the
discrimination function R(ϕ) associated with a MITL[a,b] formula ϕ, described in 3.3.
Since a trajectory sampled from a statistical model does not have a fixed duration (it
is thus not always possible to know a priori if its truth value over a MITL[a,b] formula
ϕ is definable), a penalty term U(ϕ) is introduced to keep track of the number of non-
sufficiently long trajectories generated during the calculation of the value of ϕ over ϕ.
As a result, R(ϕ) = L(ϕ)−S(ϕ)−U(ϕ), where L(ϕ) is the log odds ratio between the
satisfaction probabilities and S(ϕ) is a size penalty. We experimented our learning al-
gorithm by testing different parameters and settings, such as different variants of the
Evolutionary Algorithm operators, the frequency of utilisation of GP-UCB within the
evolutionary algorithm (i.e., we optimised all elements of a population, only best can-
didate solutions, only best solutions at the end of the algorithm), and the values of the
penalty terms. The best formulae obtained are

ϕ1 =�[0.4518,0.8609](♦[0.7853,0.9394](�[0.6370,0.8222](♦[0.7923,0.8070]( f low≥−4554.0))))

ϕ2 ≡ ♦[0.3966,1.6705]( f low′ ≤−144.2708)

Their satisfaction probabilities pA(ϕ) = p(ϕ | A model) and pB(ϕ) = p(ϕ | B model),
summarised in the table below, were estimated by statistical model checking [42,14].



ϕ1 ϕ2
pA 0.5040 0.88523
pB < 10−3 < 10−3

If we inspect these two formulae, we can easily understand their meaning. Formula ϕ1
roughly forces the signal to be longer than 3 seconds (forcing the flow to be defined
at that time), and captures the fact that IE respiratory acts tends to last longer than
normal ones. Formula ϕ2, instead, detects a quick drop in the flow, corresponding the
decreasing part of the hump, which is generally not present in a normal breath.

Formulae were then validated on real data from the same patient considered in the
training phase, specifically on a test set of 345 standard breaths and 77 breathing acts
with an IE. In this phase, ϕ1 was able to recognise 33 ineffective efforts, whereas ϕ2
26. False positives (i.e. normal breaths satisfying formulae) were detected during val-
idation of ϕ1 only. We decided to merge these two formulae using logical disjunction
and validate the obtained formula ϕ1 ∨ϕ2. As a result, 58 ineffective efforts (75.3%)
and 336 standard breaths (97.4%) were correctly classified.

5 Related Work

Mining temporal logic specifications from data is an emerging field of computer aided
verification [2,12,25,18,40,41]. Generally, this task is predicated on the availability of
a fully specified model, enabling a quantitative evaluation of the probability that a cer-
tain formula will hold. This enables the deployment of optimisation based machine
learning techniques, such as decision trees [18] or stochastic optimisation methods
[41,40]. Learning temporal logic specifications directly from observed traces of the
system is considerably more challenging. In general, solving the full structure and pa-
rameter learning problem is infeasible, due to the intractability resulting from a hybrid
combinatorial/continuous optimisation problem. Heuristic search approaches have been
proposed in [12]; while these may prove effective in specific modelling problems, they
generally do not offer theoretical guarantees, and can be prone to over-fitting/vulnerable
to noise. Geometric approaches such as the one proposed in [2] rest on solid mathemat-
ical foundations but can also be vulnerable to noise, and require potentially very large
amounts of data to permit identification. The work of [23], instead, employs a notion
of robustness of satisfiability of a formula to guide an optimisation based mining pro-
cedure. While this approach can be applied also in a model-free scenario, empirical
estimation of the robustness of a formula may require the observation of a large number
of traces of the system. Furthermore, the approach is based on some monotony proper-
ties of a subset of formulae which does not hold for the log-odd ratio score.

Our approach instead combines statistical modelling ideas from machine learn-
ing with formal verification methods. In this respect, our work is related to a number
of other recent attempts to deploy machine learning tools within a verification con-
text [6,34,20]. Similar ideas to the ones used in this paper have been deployed on the
parameter synthesis problem in [9,3], where the GP-UCB algorithm was used to iden-
tify the parameters of a model which maximised the satisfaction/robustness of a for-
mula. Statistical abstractions draw their roots in the emulation field in statistics: within



the context of dynamical systems, emulation has been recently used in [17] to model
compactly the interface between subsystems of complex gene regulatory networks.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a method to learn temporal properties that discriminate two
classes of temporal signals, by first constructing generative statistical models of the two
sets, and then exploring the formula space searching for good discriminating formulae
with a combination of evolutionary algorithms and bayesian optimisation strategies.
This method has been applied to detect patient/ventilator asynchronies in patients in
intensive case, and exemplified on the detection of ineffective respiratory efforts during
expiration.

The method we presented is still in a preliminary development stage, and has some
limitations. First of all, the trained formulae consider only the flow; keeping track of
pressure should increase its performance. Secondly, the parameters of the formulae de-
pend on properties of input signals like the range of the flow and the average phase
duration, so that they tend to be patient specific. One way to attack this problem would
be to optimise again the (key) parameters while starting monitoring a new patient. A
more interesting alternative can be to normalise flow and pressure signals so that their
duration and range becomes the same for any patient. We are currently investigating the
benefits and limits of this idea. More generally, a difficulty we found is that the hard
time bounds of formulae conflict with the different durations of breaths even for a sin-
gle patient. Possible solutions we are investigating include adding more discrete phases
to the generative models or checking properties of signals in the flow/pressure phase
space, rather than of the time-flow/ pressure representation.

Another issue with the current approach is the score function. The log odd ratio, in
fact, tends to privilege the decrese of the satisfaction probability of the formula in the
second model rather than its increase in the first one, i.e. to decrease the false positive
rate rather then the false negative one. The reason for this is readily explained: if the
probability in the second model passes from 10−3 to 10−2 then the log odd ratio de-
creases by an additive term of − log10, while if the satisfaction probability of the first
model passes from 0.5 to 1, the log odd ratio in increased only by log2. Hence, bet-
ter scoring function are needed. Indeed, this is confirmed by the following experiment
with the formula ϕ2 of Section 4: we run the GP-UCB algorithm optimising only its
satisfaction probability in the first model, varying the threshold θ0 ≈−144 in the range
[−300,−30]. In this case, the problem resulted monotonic and the optimum is obtained
for θ∗ = −30. With this new parameter, the discriminative power of the formula ϕ2
alone on the validation set passed from a false negative (false positive) rate of 60% (of
0%) to a rate of 8% (of 3.3%).

The presented method can be further extended in trying to detect other kinds of
asynchronies and surely requires extensive testing before reaching one of our final
goals, i.e. its implementation in a dedicated hardware.
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